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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate that spatial beam self-cleaning can be highly efficient
when obtained with a few-mode excitation in graded-index multimode optical fibers. By using
160 ps long, highly chirped (6 nm bandwidth at -3dB) optical pulses at 1562 nm, we demonstrate
a one-decade reduction of the power threshold for spatial beam self-cleaning, with respect to
previous experiments using pulses with laser wavelengths at 1030-1064 nm. Self-cleaned beams
remain spatio-temporally stable for more than a decade of their peak power variation. The impact
of input pulse temporal duration is also studied.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Nonlinear beam propagation in multimode optical fibers (MMFs) is currently being extensively
investigated as a test-bed of fundamental wave propagation effects, and for a variety of different
applications [1]. These include: increasing the capacity of future long-distance communications
using spatial division multiplexing [2], nonlinear microscopy and endoscopy [3], and scaling up
the energy of fiber laser sources [4,5], to name a few. In applications where MMFs are used for
beam delivery, an important problem to be solved is the effective coupling and stable transport of
a diffraction limited optical beam from a single mode (SM) laser source into the fundamental
mode of the MMF. Random mode coupling may limit the MMF length to a few tens of cm, before
the beam quality is severely degraded.
Although in MMF amplifiers, an effective SM propagation can be achieved by gain-guiding [6],
in passive graded-index (GRIN) MMFs spatial beam self-cleaning towards the fundamental, as
well as different low-order modes, has been demonstrated in the normal group velocity dispersion
(GVD) regime, by exploiting the intensity-dependent refractive index of the fiber [7–13]. Recent
studies by E. V. Podivilov et al. [14] and A. Fusaro et al. [15] pointed out the interesting links
between beam self-cleaning and the wave condensation phenomenon, that is predicted by 2D
hydrodynamic wave turbulence, or classical wave thermalization [16], respectively. On the one
hand, the theory of beam condensation in a multimode GRIN fiber predicts that, asymptotically,
the fraction of power coupled into the fundamental mode increases by reducing the number of
modes that are initially excited at the fiber input [16]. In particular, the theory developed in
Ref. [15] pointed out that longitudinal disorder (or random linear mode coupling) induces a
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significant acceleration of the rate of condensation, which may permit a better matching between
observations of the self-cleaning effect, and wave condensation theory. As a matter of fact, an
experimental validation of the condensation theory was carried out, by controlling the wave front
launched into a GRIN MMF with a diffuser. This permits to change the number of excited modes,
while keeping constant the input power [15]. On the other hand, a recent theoretical study has
predicted that, whenever a small number of modes is coherently excited at the input of a short
length of GRIN MMF, the processes of thermalization and condensation are virtually inhibited
[17]. Therefore, the important question arises: is it still possible to observe a beam self-cleaning
effect under few-mode excitation conditions, and for what input threshold powers?
To answer this question, we experimentally investigate the process of beam self-cleaning in
GRIN-MMFs under the condition of few-mode coherent excitation. We obtained this condition
by using a laser pump at 1562 nm, that is, within the telecom spectral window. We used an
input beam from a SM fiber laser source, as it was done in previous experiments for generating
multimode fiber solitons (MMSs) [18]. However, instead of femtosecond input pulses, we used
long (160 ps), pre-chirped optical pulses. The use of such long pulses permits to neglect both
modal and chromatic dispersion effects in their propagation over ∼10 m of GRIN MMF. Still,
as we shall see, previously unforeseen, and highly efficient, spatiotemporal nonlinear attractors
emerge from nonlinear multimode propagation in the MMF. We found that the pulse at the fiber
output exhibits a very robust spatial reshaping into the fundamental LP01 mode. Moreover,
depending on the specific input spatial coupling conditions (i.e., the incidence angle of the
beam), a beam self-cleaning in the odd low-order LP11 mode can also be obtained at the fiber
output. This effect, as we shall explain later in the text, may be interpreted as the generation of
transient beam, before its eventual decay into the fundamental mode at longer distances. The
optimized, and nearly SM excitation conditions lead to highly efficient spatial beam self-cleaning.
Namely, the power threshold for self-cleaning is reduced by one order of magnitude with respect
to previous experiments carried out in the normal GVD regime, and based on highly multimode
excitation.
2. Preliminary analysis
2.1. Influence of pulse duration with large number of initially excited modes at 1064
nm
In purely spatial beam self-cleaning experiments, the temporal duration of the laser pulses must be
sufficiently long, in order to neglect linear dispersive effects (differential group delay (DGD) and
GVD) over the involved fiber length. In a first series of experiments, we studied the influence of
input pulse duration on the stability of beam self-cleaning with respect to input power variations.
For input powers above a certain threshold value, self-cleaning leads to a bell-shaped beam, close
to the fundamental mode, at the output of a GRIN MMF [1,8].
We used various laser sources delivering Fourier transform-limited pulses with different
temporal durations at 1064 nm (normal dispersion regime for the MMF). The Gaussian pump
beam diameter at the input fiber face is 36 µm (measured at 1/e2), corresponding to the excitation
of more than 18 transverse modes for all experiments shown in Fig. 1 (50/125 GRIN-MMF).
For input peak powers above a threshold value, self-cleaning in a 3-m long GRIN MMF leads,
first, to energy transfer into the fundamental mode, followed, in a second step, by self-phase
modulation [8]. In Fig. 1, we display a series of spectrograms showing, in the vertical coordinate,
the x-transverse dimension of the output beam intensity from the GRIN MMF. Whereas the
horizontal dimension indicates the corresponding pulse spectrum (vs. wavelength). In each row,
the input pulse power increases from left to right. The leftmost column refers to the case of linear
pulse propagation: the beam size is wide, owing to the speckled output. In the middle column,
we show the case corresponding to the power threshold for self-cleaning (here 1 kW). As can be
seen, the beam size is spatially compressed down to the size of the fundamental mode of the
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MMF, while the spectrum remains nearly as narrow as in the linear regime. This shows that at
the beam self-cleaning threshold, self-phase-modulation (SPM) induced spectral broadening
remains negligible. Finally, the rightmost column corresponds to the high-power regime, where
SPM leads to significant spectral broadening.
Fig. 1. Spectrograms (intensity vs. transverse coordinate x and wavelength λ) in the near
field at the GRIN-MMF output, as a function of the output power (from left to right, 10 W,
1 kW, and 45 kW, respectively) and input pulse width (from top to bottom), 740 ps, 60 ps and
6 ps, respectively, for propagation in the normal dispersion regime (50/125 GRIN-MMF).
The ratio between the pulse duration and the differential group-delay in the MMF is: 61, 5
and 1 for the row 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
In the top row of Fig. 1, the input pulse duration was τ=740 ps, which is about 61 times longer
than the DGD in the MMF, owing to intermodal group velocity dispersion. In the bottom row,
on the other hand, the input pulse duration was reduced down to τ = 6 ps, that is nearly equal
to the fiber DGD. The middle row corresponds to the intermediate case with τ = 60 ps, or five
times the DGD. As can be seen in Fig. 1, beam self-cleaning remains stable (with respect to large
variations of the input peak power), in spite of the addition of SPM, only in the case of a pulse
whose duration is much longer than the DGD, or in the quasi-continuous wave regime, which was
recently studied by Krupa et al. [7,8,11]. Therefore, we confirmed experimentally that in order
to observe beam self-cleaning, it is necessary that the corresponding power threshold remains
lower than the power level where one observes significant SPM-induced spectral broadening. At
the same time, the input pulse duration must be much longer than the fiber DGD. Although the
results of Fig. 1 were obtained with laser sources emitting at 1064 nm, thus in the normal GVD
regime of the MMF, the generality of these conclusions does not depend on the sign of chromatic
dispersion (for fiber lengths much shorter than the chromatic dispersion length).
2.2. Impact of the number of initially excited modes with sub-ns long pulses at 1064
nm
Now, the possibility of observing spatial beam self-cleaning also in situations involving a small
number of initially excited modes is crucial for practical applications, where the main goal is to
obtain a highly efficient nonlinear beam reshaping process, with the lowest possible input power
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threshold value. The impact of the input beam diameter, and its consequences on the polarization
state beam self-cleaning was already explored in Ref. [19].
Therefore, in a second series of experiments we studied the impact of the number of excited
modes on the properties of the self-cleaning process. We used sub-ns long pulses at 1064 nm
that, in contrast to previous experiments [15–16], we injected into the GRIN MMF by imposing
a transverse shift to the lateral position of the Gaussian beam with respect to the fiber core, while
keeping the guided peak power fixed. We recorded the output beam intensity pattern both in the
linear and nonlinear regimes (see Fig. 2). As can be clearly seen, the excitation of the MMF at
the exact central position minimizes the energy coupled into high-order modes which permits, at
the same time, to rapidly reach the beam cleaning power threshold (at 40 kW input peak power)
over three meters of fiber only. Conversely, the larger the transverse shift of the input beam ∆x,
the higher the number of excited modes, and the higher is the power threshold for beam cleaning.
Fig. 2. Output beam intensity patterns versus input beam position with respect to the fiber
center. (a) Linear regime, (b) nonlinear regime, (c) scheme of beam coupling (multimode
GRIN fiber: 50/125, length: 3 m, input beam diameter: 36 µm - measured at 1/e2).
A different method to decrease the number of excited modes, hence to obtain highly efficient
beam cleaning with a relatively low power threshold, involves an increase of the input beam
wavelength. Indeed, as confirmed by our numerical simulations, presented in Fig. 3, while
keeping fixed the diameter of the beam spot at the fiber input, it is possible to decrease the number
of excited modes by simply increasing the beam wavelength.
Fig. 3. Number of excited radial scalar modes (with more than 99% of input beam energy)
vs. input beam diameter for four different input wavelengths.
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2.3. Excitation of a few low-order modes with long chirped pulses at 1562 nm
In a third and final series of experiments, presented in the next section of the paper, we studied
the possibility to achieve highly efficient self-cleaning by exploiting our previous results. We
used a laser delivering relatively long (160 ps), pre-chirped optical pulses at 1562 nm. In this
configuration, and by limiting our maximum peak power to levels of the order of 1 kW, we
can simultaneously mitigate the effects of SPM-induced spectral broadening, GVD and DGD.




Our set-up to observe beam self-cleaning at telecom wavelengths was based on dispersive
broadening (and chirping) of the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) duration fiber laser pulses
from 1 ps to 160 ps. The spectral bandwidth at -3 dB of input pulses was 6 nm. The center of the
fiber laser wavelength was 1562 nm, with 1 MHz repetition rate. The laser beam was coupled
into a 12 m long piece of GRIN MMF by means of a short section of standard single mode
fiber (SSMF). As a consequence, as in Ref.[18], the initial spatial beam profile is provided by
the fundamental mode of the SSMF, with a mode field diameter of 11.5 µm (measured at 1/e2).
This leads to optimized free-space coupling efficiency (up to 80%) into the GRIN MMF. The
GRIN MMF of 12 m length was loosely coiled on the table forming rings of ∼15 cm diameter.
The fiber had a circular core of 25 µm radius, with a core-cladding index difference of 0.015,
corresponding to a 0.2 numerical aperture. We numerically estimated that these input conditions
lead to more than 99% of the guided input power coupled into the first three-four radial symmetry
modes only (see Fig. 3). The diameter and low number of spots in the linear output beam pattern
(see panels for 3-6 W input peak powers in Fig. 4) is also a direct signature of energy coupling
into a small number of modes. As we shall see, few-mode excitation greatly facilitates the output
beam cleaning process, and leads to greatly reduced input power thresholds with respect to
experiments carried out at 1064 nm, with much larger relative input beam diameters (Fig. 2).
Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that the use of a longer wavelength (i.e., 1562 nm versus 1064 nm), while
keeping the initial beam diameter fixed, allows for the excitation of a reduced number of modes
in the GRIN fiber, which should also favor the self-cleaning process. It is important to recall
that, for the practical use of self-cleaning as a means to achieve high-power beam delivery using
GRIN fibers, the input beam diameter leading to optimized coupling efficiency should always
be chosen. Now, this optimized diameter is about 36 µm at 1064 nm (leading to many-mode
excitation, and relatively high self-cleaning power threshold), while it reduces down to about
11.5 µm at 1562 nm (leading to few-mode excitation, and reduced power threshold).
Fig. 4. Near field intensity patterns at the GRIN-MMF output recorded for increasing input
peak powers, for appropriate settings of the input coupling, to get the self-selection of a LP01
mode.
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3.2. Self-cleaning on fundamental mode
Figure 4 shows the observed progressive self-cleaning, as the input peak power grows larger, of
the output near-field intensity patterns. As can be seen, the speckled output intensity pattern
resulting from the coherent superposition of modes at a peak power of about 3 W, self-cleans into
a bell-shaped beam, with negligible multimode field background, as the peak power grows higher
than ∼100 W. We show in Fig. 5 (solid curve) the intensity correlation CS of the experimental




∫ I2expdS ∫ I2thdS
(1)
where Iexp and Ith represent the experimental output intensity profile and the numerically calculated
mode profile, respectively, and the integration is carried out along the fiber cross section S. The
intensity correlation CS with the fundamental mode keeps monotonically increasing as the input
peak power grows larger, until reaching more than 95% at high powers. Additionally, far and
near field measurements of the output self-cleaned beam allow us to demonstrate that the beam
divergence is only 1.15 times higher than that obtained for a pure Gaussian beam.
Fig. 5. Intensity correlation CS upon output peak power for LP01 (blue curve) and LP11
(green curve); dashed lines are guides for the eyes.
Figures 4 and 5 show that the process of chirped pulse self-cleaning in our present experiments
is much more efficient than in previous experiments carried out at 1064 nm, in two respects.
First, the threshold for self-cleaning is reduced by about one order of magnitude (from 1 kW
[8] down to 100 W) for a GRIN fiber length of about 12 m. Second, nearly complete intensity
correlation with the fundamental mode is achieved at the fiber output, in contrast with experiments
in the normal GVD regime and with a wider input beam, where large residual high-order mode
background was generally observed around the self-cleaned beam [8,11], in agreement with the
predictions of thermalization and condensation of classical optical waves [16], as well as of the
2D hydrodynamic turbulence model [15].
3.3. Self-cleaning on LP11 mode
In our experiments, by varying the horizontal tilt of the Gaussian laser beam launched at the
GRIN-MMF input face, we could also observe the progressive self-selection of the LP11 mode at
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the fiber output (see Fig. 6). The incident beam intercepted the fiber axis with an angle of 2.5° in
order to exit the numerical aperture of the fundamental mode. In this case, the coupled power
mainly feeds odds modes, and self-selection was observed above a peak power threshold of about
500 W. Still, the input peak power threshold was about one order of magnitude lower than that
for LP11 mode self-selection in the normal GVD regime [12].
Fig. 6. Near field intensity patterns at the GRIN-MMF output recorded for increasing input
peak powers, for appropriate settings of the input coupling, to obtain self-selection of a LP11
mode.
Even more remarkable is the high intensity correlation with the LP11 mode, reaching more than
80% at high powers, as illustrated by the green curve of Fig. 5. It is important to underline that
the excitation of odd low-order modes first introduces a transfer of the energy towards the LP11
mode. Kerr cleanup into the LP11 mode may be interpreted as a transient effect, that is observed
when using with a fiber length shorter that the length required to obtain the eventual cleanup
into the LP01 mode [12]. However, in practice, additional unavoidable effects like SPM-induced
spectral broadening and Raman scattering, could hamper the experimental observation of the
beam relaxation into the fundamental mode. Moreover, as discussed in Ref. [8], SPM leads to
a symmetry breaking in parametric mode mixing. Note also that the theory of classical wave
condensation [16] does not currently take into account the flow of disorder (entropy) in the
time domain, which has been observed [11], and proposed as a mechanism for spatial beam
self-cleaning [20].
3.4. Spectral analysis
Besides the stability of the output spatial patterns, the observed nonlinear beam attractor also
exhibits a remarkable stability, versus pulse power, in the frequency domain. Figure 7 shows the
dependence upon the peak power of the spectral density of pulses attracted into the LP01 mode.
As can be seen, the output pulse spectrum remains nearly unchanged, in spite of more than two
decades of variation of the input power. SPM-induced spectral broadening only takes place for
input powers above 1 kW, that is well above the self-cleaning threshold. The self-cleaning of
chirped ultrashort optical pulses is thus analogous to chirped pulse amplification in nonlinear
amplifiers [21]: in both cases, the effects of SPM can be reduced by means of pre-chirping the
pulses. Although being a weak effect, in our case, the presence of a nonlinear phase shift between
the fundamental mode and high-order modes is still required, in order to suppress random mode
coupling, and stably maintain beam cleanup.
3.5. Temporal analysis
Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of the output temporal waveforms obtained for self-cleaning
on the LP01 mode at different input peak powers, by using a fast photodiode and oscilloscope
(temporal resolution ∼ 12 ps). The active area of the photodiode was placed at the center of
the near-field image of the output beam. The diameter of the active window of the photodiode
would appear of only about 4 µm, if one rescales the magnified image of the near field into the 50
µm diameter of the fiber core (for details, see [11]). Thus, the photodiode mainly detects light
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Fig. 7. Experimental power spectral density (normalized to its local peak value) of pulses
at the output of the GRIN MMF, as a continuous function of the peak power.
carried by the fundamental mode. Recall that chromatic and modal dispersion have negligible
Fig. 8. Top: experimental output temporal profile upon peak power. The horizontal dashed
lines represent selected peak power levels, whose corresponding waveforms are plotted in
the bottom panel.
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influence on the output pulse duration. As can be seen, limited temporal reshaping of the output
pulse profile is only observed well above the Kerr cleaning threshold. The envelope profile
undergoes temporal modulations, owing to power exchange between transverse modes. This
envelope reshaping is similar to that previously reported in the normal dispersion regime with a
pump at 1064 nm [11]. In our case, the low number of excited modes, coupled with a relatively
long pulse duration at 1562 nm, significantly reduces the observed spatiotemporal reshaping,
owing to the limited energy involved in the nonlinear transfer among different modes. However,
high-quality output beams are obtained, with angular divergence very close to that obtained for a
pure Gaussian beam in the case of an axial MMF excitation.
4. Simulations
To explore the impact of wavelength and input diameter, we carried out numerical simulations with
a vector beam propagation method that includes diffraction, dispersion, graded index waveguide,
self and cross-phase modulation. The fiber core diameter is 52 µm, the core index is 1.47 and
the cladding index 1.457. The group velocity dispersion is assumed constant, and its values are
16.55× 10−27s2/m at 1064 nm and -27.97× 10−27s2/m at 1550 nm, respectively. The nonlinear
coefficient n2=2.62× 10−20m2/W in the absence of the Raman effect. Moreover, the fiber disorder
is also implemented with a coarse step integration method (see also the results of Ref. [12]),
by chaining randomly oriented fiber segments of slightly different ellipticity. The coarse step
method is applied every 5 mm: the fiber core is assumed to be slightly elliptical, with lengths of
both axes uniformly random distributed in the range of ±0.1 µm. The orientation angle of each
fiber segment is also a uniformly distributed random variable. As a result, speckles are gradually
generated along the course of the propagation, when starting from an input purely Gaussian beam.
Note that in all considered cases we used the same sequence of random orientations, so to draw a
fair comparison among the different input conditions.
Figure 9 summarizes a series of numerical simulations at either low and high peak powers,
with two different sample diameters (measured at FWHMI) of 25 µm and 40 µm, respectively
and the input pulse duration of 5 ps. The result of the propagation in 1.9 m of fiber of the input
Gaussian beam is then a speckled pattern as shown in both panels (a) and (c), when assuming
a laser central wavelength of 1064 nm. Note that in the panels of Fig. 9 we report the peak
intensity of the input beam, I. The lowest diameter of 25 µm has a peak intensity increased by
a factor (40/25)2=2.56, so that we may compare cases with the same input power. Panels (e)
and (f) describe the beam intensity output when the laser wavelength is at 1550 nm: the longer
Fig. 9. Numerical simulations of beam reshaping in 1.9 m of GRIN fibers. Panels (a,b,c,d)
refer to a central wavelength of 1064 nm and panels (e,f,g,h) refer to the central wavelength
of 1550 nm . The white segment indicates 10 µm.
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wavelength generates bigger and smoother speckles. We considered input power levels where
nonlinear beam shaping was clearly noticeable. Panels (b) and (d) show output patterns at 1064
nm: as can be seen, panel (b) presents a better beam quality than panel (d). This means that, for
the same input power, the beam having a smaller initial diameter leads to improved self-cleaning.
A similar situation is also seen at 1550 nm, if we compare the result of panel (f) with that of
panel (h): once again, for a given input power, a better (i.e., closer to bell-shaped) output beam is
obtained when the input diameter is smaller.
5. Discussion and conclusions
To summarize, we have experimentally shown that Kerr-induced beam cleanup in GRIN-MMFs
may occur with extreme efficiency when exploiting the regime of few-mode coherent excitation at
1.5 µm. By controlling the input coupling conditions, nearly full reshaping into the fundamental
LP01 mode has been observed. The selective excitation of asymmetric low-order modes favors
instead an initial convergence towards the LP11 mode of the MMF. The power threshold for
beam self-cleaning on the fundamental mode is reduced by about one order of magnitude, down
to about 100 W, with respect to previous experiments at shorter wavelength of ∼1µm. This
significant improvement of the beam cleaning efficiency is due to the input beam conditions,
which allowed to coherently excite a low number of transverse modes.
We underline that the particular dispersion regime is not a key parameter here, as long as
the pulse is sufficiently long and the initial peak power remains sufficiently low, in order to
avoid additional nonlinear effects (such as modulation instability or soliton generation). Note
that few-mode excitation at 1µm (with appropriate beam size), would not be as efficient: as we
explained in Section 3.1, such a beam size would not lead to optimized coupling efficiency into
the GRIN MMF. Therefore, a higher laser power should be used.
Self-cleaned beams remain nearly unchanged in the frequency domain, for over two decades
of variation of the output power, whereas the pulse envelope undergoes a moderate reshaping due
to energy exchange between modes. Therefore, if so needed, the pulse, in principle, could be
subsequently re-compressed to its original duration by a second dispersive element after that
self-cleaning has occurred.
Efficient and stable beam self-cleaning in the fundamental mode of the GRIN fiber is obtained
for on-axis excitation, for an input beam size corresponding to optimized coupling efficiency,
and it is perfectly suited to the Gaussian beam shape of most laser sources. These are the usual
conditions for efficient coupling of light into a GRIN MMF even in linear propagation conditions.
Thus, beam cleaning is well-suited to practical applications, as it has been recently demonstrated
for improving the resolution of optoacoustic endoscopy [22], and the beam quality in a multimode
mode-locked fiber laser [23]. On the other hand, beam cleaning into other low-order modes
requires a careful selection of the incident angle: for practical applications, an adaptive wavefront
shaping procedure should be employed [13].
In the presented proof-of-principle demonstration of efficient spatial beam self-cleaning, a
GRIN optical fiber with a fundamental mode size close to that of a standard SM fiber was used,
so that the SM and the MMF have a comparable power-carrying capability. This does not limit
the power scalability of self-cleaned beam delivery: GRIN fibers exist with very large diameters
up to 600 µm (and larger fiber diameters can be drawn, if needed). Thus, the fundamental mode
of GRIN fibers can reach a diameter of more than 120 µm, which opens new potentialities for
high-power delivery. In addition, the design of new optical fibers with a supergaussian index
profile can relax the constraints on the fundamental mode area, while keeping the good efficiency
of the Kerr self-cleaning effect [24].
The reported results are relevant for a better understanding of the spatial beam self-cleaning
process, and broaden our capabilities to control this particular nonlinear reshaping mechanism, in
order to reach highly efficient spatial mode selection. Several applications, such as three-photon
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imaging in medical microscopy and endoscopy, high-power laser beam delivery for metal cutting
and welding, mode-locked multimode fiber lasers and amplifiers operating in the near-infrared,
and space-division-multiplexed transmissions with GRIN fibers could benefit from this new
spatiotemporal self-reshaping phenomenon.
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